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PRESIDENT’S 
UPDATE

There is nothing like the feeling of a new school year. Hallways 
and classrooms brimming with the sounds of greetings 

and laughter and summer stories. Students rustling backpacks full of school 
supplies, settling into their desks. Wide‑eyed kindergarteners and new 
students being welcomed with kindness and care. Familiar faces and friends 
catching up after time apart. New beginnings and new opportunities to 
learn, connect and grow. When I think about that feeling, one word comes to 
mind: Together. While we might also be feeling anxious about a new school 
year, or burned out from the year prior, no one is in this alone.

Public education has seen its share of challenges and change in recent years. 
Within schools, teachers support each other through challenging times. 
In communities across the province, Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation 
members work together with parents, families and community members to 
reach our shared goals. The most fundamental goal we share is that we all 
want what is best for our children and students. We all want to support their 
academic, social and emotional needs for a bright future. We all want them 
to have the tools to realize their potential. This common ground we share is 
rich soil for collaboration and student success.

As Saskatchewan’s public school principals, teachers and staff welcome 
students back into their care, I am humbled to extend a welcome to all 
STF members. Whether this is your first year in a new role, your final 
year before retirement or anywhere in between, the beginning of 
a school year always brings new possibilities and excitement. 
Personally, I look forward to meeting and working with members 
from all four corners of our province in the year ahead. I look 
forward to advocating for investment in public education, 
safe learning and working environments for all, issues 
around classroom size, composition and complexity, 
and other critical issues raised by our membership. 
STF members support public education in a variety 
of ways, and I want to learn and understand 
the individual perspectives and experiences 
that make up our Federation. I believe that 
understanding is the key to building a strong 
collective. 

After what I hope has been a restful 
summer break for all, I wish you the 
very best in the 2022‑23 school year. 
Federation members, your work has 
such a long‑lasting and meaningful 
impact every day. Thank you for 
your unwavering professionalism, 
dedication, care and expertise. I am 
excited for what we will accomplish 
together. 

Samantha Becotte 
President, Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation
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EDUCATION & CAREER FAIR

25th Annual

SASKATOON
NOVEMBER 7TH, 2022

TCU Place
9:45am – 3:00pm

REGINA
NOVEMBER 8TH, 2022

Evraz Place
9:45am – 3:00pm

Visit seeyourfuture.ca to register your school today!

For more information, visit our website or email traceykowalchuk@seeyourfuture.ca

The Saskatchewan Ministry of Education provides incentives 
to earn this certificate. KNOWMOREDOMORE.CA

CERTIFICATE OF 
EXTENDED STUDIES IN INCLUSIVE EDUCATION

HELP YOUR
STUDENTS GROW.
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RECONCILIATION IN ACTION
WORKING  

FOR YOU

Preparing for Bargaining

BY COURTNEY FORSETH, STF COMMUNICATIONS

Bargaining on behalf of teachers is one of the most 
prominent areas of work for Saskatchewan Teachers’ 
Federation staff, and the work never stops. If provincial 
collective bargaining isn’t actively underway, staff are 
researching, planning and preparing for the next round 
or supporting local associations as they prepare for and 
negotiate agreements with their local implementation 
negotiation committees. 

“We want to hear from 
as many members as we 
can and understand your 
experiences, perspectives, 
priorities and expectations 
of this next round of 
bargaining.”

In August, the Executive approved in principle the 
Federation’s timelines for bargaining preparations. 
This includes a series of engagement sessions and the 
bargaining priorities survey. 

“These engagement sessions are a listening and 
understanding exercise for Federation staff,” said Associate 
Executive Director Angela Banda. “We want to hear 
from as many members as we can and understand your 

experiences, perspectives, priorities and expectations of 
this next round of bargaining.”

Banda encourages members to commit to attending at 
least one session and to completing the survey. 

“Every teacher has unique experiences and perspectives. 
The objective of these sessions is to identify the common 
themes and goals you share as a collective. From there, it 
is our work to develop a plan to address those issues.”

The Federation’s Executive Director Bobbi Taillefer 
adds that it’s important to be prepared for all possible 
outcomes. She says an informed and engaged membership 
is crucial. “The 2022‑23 provincial budget certainly signals 
that this could be a difficult round of bargaining. It is 
imperative we are aligned and committed to common 
goals to achieve the best possible agreement for teachers 
and students.” 

DID YOU KNOW?
The STF website has information that is only 
accessible to members. Log in to confirm account 
access and update your contact information to 
be sure you are able to access all STF services, 
including important bargaining information. 

Visit www.stf.sk.ca > Teaching in 
Saskatchewan > Collective 
Bargaining for more information 
on bargaining. 

TIMELINES FOR BARGAINING
See the back cover for a complete list of upcoming sessions.

stf-001299 / 20220818 

M E M B E R  
I N P U T

M E M B E R  
I N P U T
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TEACHERS 
INSPIRE

Breathing Life
MichifBACK INTO

BY STAFF WRITER

Samson LaMontagne is an educator who 
teaches Métis culture and the Michif 

language in many school communities 
in the Saskatoon Greater Catholic 

School system. When the pandemic hit, 
LaMontagne took his passion for teaching 

Michif to social media, starting with 
Instagram, YouTube and, recently, TikTok to 

engage youth to learn the language.

Samson LaMontagne’s journey of learning and 
teaching Michif started when he was a student himself 
at Saskatchewan Urban Native Teacher Education 
Program. He first learned about Michif through a class 
at Gabriel Dumont Institute with Elder Norman Fleury.

“There was a class offered by GDI once a week, and you 
had to pay for it yourself. I was a broke student – and it 
was 100 bucks but I saw the value in it.”

Today, LaMontagne teaches Michif inside many schools 
and in the broader community at organizations and 
events, and through building a community of language 
learners on social media. 

“Every person I teach Michif to who uses it is breathing 
life back into the language,” he says.  “I’m just a spark.”

LaMontagne says his spark was that first class with 
Elder Fleury.

“Norman taught me Southern Michif. That’s where 
my family is from, the Lebret area. Michif is part of my 
heritage and I wanted to reclaim my family’s history.”

This desire to reconnect to his roots spurred his passion 
to reclaim and teach Michif – and to make it accessible 
to all.

“If a culture loses its language, then it loses a big 
chunk of its identity and what it really means. So what 
I found out is it’s not just about Métis or Michif people 
speaking Michif; it’s about having allies learn about 
the culture as well.”
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TEACHERS INSPIRE

“There are going to be 
amazing and fluent speakers 
from just the sparks that 
other educators in my 
community and I are igniting 
right now. We’re just the 
beginning. What the kids and 
other people do with this is 
going to be amazing.”
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LaMontagne records a 
Michif language lesson.
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TEACHERS INSPIRE 

Michif is a hybrid language influenced by French nouns and Cree verbs that also 
includes some English and Anishinaabe.

ENGLISHENGLISH NORTHERN MICHIFNORTHERN MICHIF SOUTHERN MICHIFSOUTHERN MICHIF

Hello! Tân'si Taanishi!

Good morning! Miyo 
kîksîpâyâw

Boon 
matayn!

See you later! M’wîstas 
ka wâpam'tin 

Kawaapamitin 
miina!

Teacher Kiskinohamâ êw

Kiskinohamâ êwiskwêw

L’teacharr

Maytr d'ikol

Maytress d'ikol 

Student Kiskina’hamâ an Aen zhaan d'ikol

LaMontagne says he may never call himself a fluent 
speaker. He’s a language learner who’s sharing the lessons 
Knowledge Keepers have passed on to him.

LaMontagne has had many Elders as mentors, 
and reminds us of the importance of following the 
right protocols, creating a connection, giving gifts 
and honorariums and, most importantly,  building 
relationships. Along the way, he has learned many lessons.

“I always tell my students … If you mess up, take 
ownership. Say ‘I’m sorry and I will learn from this. I’ll do 
better next time.’ That’s what I did when I was learning 
languages too.”

LaMontagne tries to be a role model for students and 
other educators in this way. He’s proud of how far things 
have come since he started teaching Michif and of the 
Métis flag raisings he’s inspired at several schools where 
he has taught. He’s excited to see what the future holds.

“There are going to be amazing and fluent speakers from 
just the sparks that other educators in my community and 
I are igniting right now. We’re just the beginning. What the 
kids and other people do with this is going to be amazing.”

Follow and learn with Samson @michifwithmonoksamson 
on Instagram, YouTube and TikTok. 
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Graduate programming at the new Jane and Ron 
Graham Centre for the Scholarship of Teaching 
and Learning is tailored to those interested in 
examining novel teaching approaches that lead to 
improvements in student learning and educational 
quality. 

The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) is 
an emerging movement of scholarly inquiry that 
focuses on the reciprocal relationship between 
teaching and learning. The purpose of SoTL 
research is to improve learning by investigating the 
many features of discipline-specific expertise and 
best pedagogical practice, and making the results 
public.

Master of the Scholarship of Teaching and 
Learning 
•  Thesis-based online program, with four required 
courses and three elective courses at the graduate 
level
•  Full or part-time options
•  Possible completion in two years

Certificate in the Scholarship of Teaching 
and Learning 
•  Four online courses: Fall (SOTL 801 & 802) and 
Winter (SOTL 803 & 804)
•  Typically taken over one year
•  May be used toward completion of the M.SoTL

Where action research meets impact.     

education.usask.ca/grahamcentreSoTL
9
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IN THE  
CLASSROOM

Tell Me More About Student  
Mental Wellness

BY STAFF WRITER

Prior to COVID-19, education systems across Canada were already seeing rising concerns 
with student mental health and well-being. COVID-19 has further contributed to these 
concerns. 

Family and Community Program Supervisor Kendall 
Thomas‑McEachern of Catholic Family Services Saskatoon 
says that children are experiencing mental health 
challenges at a younger age. While a growing body of 
research recognizes that educators can play an important 
role in contributing to enhanced positive mental health 
and wellness of students, many educators continue to 
express a need for greater understanding of their role in 
supporting student mental health and well‑being. 

Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation Professional Learning 
has partnered with CFS Saskatoon to develop Tell Me More 
About Student Mental Wellness, a course that provides 
teachers the opportunity to learn how to support students 
experiencing mental health challenges or distress. 

“As teachers we are not trained in counselling. It’s 
important that we recognize that we play a role in our 
students’ mental wellness that is different from the role 
of a mental health professional,” says STFPL Associate 
Director Nicole Turcotte. 

As trusted and caring adults who work with students 
several hours a day, educators are in a unique position to 
enter into healthy professional relationships with students 
and notice changes in behaviour that might indicate a 
possible mental health concern, can model healthy habits, 
create experiences that validate students’ strengths, 
experiences and feelings, and notice when a referral to a 
mental health professional is needed.  
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   QUICK TIPS 

SUPPORTING YOUR STUDENTS’  
MENTAL WELLNESS:

•   Know when to refer students to mental health 
professionals. Educators are vital to ensuring 
children and youth are supported when they 
require mental wellness help without blurring the 
lines of therapy. 

•   Prioritizing your own mental health. Working 
with students who have intense needs in mental 
wellness can be overwhelming. Ensuring you are 
taking care of your mental wellness first will help 
your students when they need you.

•   Make your students’ classrooms safe spaces. 
Self‑regulation is important to help students 
who experience mental distress. Through the Tell 
Me More About Student Wellness, teachers will 
learn to support students by infusing mindfulness 
practices within lesson plans.

IN THE CLASSROOM

 
“It’s wonderful to think about the positive impact an 
educator can have on their students’ mental wellness, 
though sometimes it’s hard to understand how and 
when to support student mental wellness,” says Thomas‑
McEachern. 

“This is why Nicole and I have worked together to create a 
series that helps educators, administrators and student‑
support teachers to promote and support student mental 
health in a safe, caring and respectful way.” 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
For more information on how to contract STF Professional 
Learning or attend a provincial offering of Tell Me More 
About Student Wellness or any other STFPL workshops, 
visit their online Events Calendar and Professional Growth 
Opportunities Catalogue at www.stf.sk.ca > Events 
Calendar. 

RESOURCES FOR SUPPORTING 
STUDENT MENTAL HEALTH AND 
WELL-BEING

Deepen your understanding of how 
to identify and support students with 
mental health challenges. Authors 
Michael Hass and Amy Ardell discuss 
strategies for relationship building, 
communication and behavioural 
observation, as well as how to 
connect students and families to 
community resources.

In this comprehensive volume, the 
authors present a framework for 
establishing a culture of justice and 
care in K-12 schools. Learn about best 
practices, tiered systems, mental 
health screening, adaptive leadership 
and ways of communicating with 
families.

In this timely book, Ana Homayoun 
describes the landscape of the social 
media world for young people and 
its impact on socialization, self-
regulation and safety. Pragmatic 
suggestions for assisting students to 
manage distractions, improve time 
management, decrease stress and find 
balance are clearly explained.

This thoughtful resource outlines some 
of the key challenges facing students 
such as anxiety, depression, gaming and 
drug addiction. Author Bill Adair then 
presents a framework to assist teachers 
in understanding neuroscience and 
human behaviour and offers strategies 
and assessment tools to prioritize 
wellness and address dysfunctional 
behaviour.

Authors Maureen Heil and  
Ilene S. Rosen clearly illustrate how 
to introduce yoga poses and yoga 
breathing into daily classroom 
routines. Activities for children of 
differing abilities are also included.
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New Reality in Schools: 
Impacts of Provincial Budget Cuts

BY STAFF WRITER

In July the Government of Saskatchewan announced an 
additional $20 million to help cover rising costs of fuel 
and insurance for the province’s 27 school divisions. While 
additional funding is welcome, this one‑time injection still 
leaves many divisions in a deficit position and unable to 
maintain services and supports for students.

School divisions only source of funding is the provincial 
government. Education funding announced in the 2022‑23 
budget amounted to a cut of more than three percent to 
operating spending when considering increasing costs and 
enrolment. This insufficient funding further exacerbates the 
challenges associated with years of underfunding, lack of 
resources to address class size and complexity and address 
the learning lag resulting from the pandemic. 

USING RESERVES

Some school divisions have offset budget deficits using 
reserves. It is important to note not all reserves are created 
equal: Only unrestricted reserve or unrestricted surplus are 
operating funds that can be set aside for emergency use, 
including covering budget deficits. 

Unrestricted reserves have been  trending downward 
for most school divisions since 2015‑16. This is partially 
due to school divisions having taken the funds from the 
unrestricted reserves to cover budget deficits in the past 
few years.  
 
ADDITIONAL STUDENT FEES

In addition to using reserves where possible and making 
cuts, new fees for families have been introduced for the 
province’s largest divisions. Saskatoon Public, Greater 
Saskatoon Catholic and Regina Catholic school divisions 
introduced lunchtime supervision fees earlier this year. 
Regina Public first introduced a similar fee in 2016.

IMPACT ON STUDENTS

Without sufficient funding from the Government of 
Saskatchewan, school divisions have no option but to cut 
services, programs and staff – cuts that directly impact 
students. A look at how a number of Saskatchewan school 
divisions have dealt with the 2022‑23 Budget is on the 
following page.

HOW EDUCATION FUNDING IS DISTRIBUTED

The Government of Saskatchewan decides how much 
funding to allocate to schools through the Education 
portion of the provincial budget each year. This budget 
is divided up between the province’s 27 public (including 
Catholic) school divisions and five categories of 
independent (private) schools:

Public and Catholic School Divisions: 100% of the 
provincial per‑student average; capital funding. 

Registered Independent Schools: No funding. 

Alternative Independent Schools: Varies based on 
the needs of the student – funded through individual 
service contracts with other ministries (Justice, Social 
Services, etc.).

Associate Schools: 80% of the provincial per‑student 
average.

Historical High Schools: 80% of the provincial  
per‑student average; up to 20% of approved  
major capital project.

Qualified Independent Schools: 50% of provincial  
per‑student average for schools of up to 399 students; 
incremental rate for those with 400 or more students.

Certified Independent Schools: 75% of provincial  
per‑student average for schools of up to 399 students; 
Incremental rate for those with 400 or more students.  
New category as of September 2022.

Sources: The Education Act, 1995; The Executive Government 

Administration Act, Section 17. 
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There will be at least 540 fewer teachers in Saskatchewan schools this year.

• Temporary federal government funding for 400 teaching positions has ended.

• Preliminary reporting from 13 of 27 school divisions shows a reduction of more than 240 full time positions in school.  
At least 140 of these positions are teachers.

At the time of publication, not all staff reductions reported differentiated between teachers and other staff.

SCHOOL SCHOOL 
DIVISIONDIVISION

SHORTFALL SHORTFALL 
/DEFICIT/DEFICIT

CUTSCUTS SOURCESOURCE

Chinook $4.2 million •  20 teachers

•  12 teachers

CTV News  
(March 31, 2022)

Northern Lights •  12 teachers

•  1 consultant

MBC News  
(June 27, 2022)

Prairie South $4 million Discover Moose Jaw  
(May 4, 2022)

Prairie Spirit “We are concerned about sustainability because 
we’re using reserves to balance the budget,” said 
Board Chair Bernie Howe. “We know our students 
will need ongoing, additional supports following 
the pandemic.”

Martensville Messenger  
(June 28, 2022)

Prairie Valley “$1 million in  
extra costs”

•  cut “36 job cuts” (last year) CTV News 
(June 9, 2022)

Regina $2.5 million “… with a total of 46 full‑time staff reduced 
via attrition … .”

Leader Post  
(June 30, 2022)

Saskatchewan  
Rivers 

“… used roughly  
$2.2 million in  
reserves …” 

•  25 teachers PA Herald  
(June 7, 2022)

PA Now  
(June 18, 2021)

Saskatoon  
Public

$4.5 million •  20.6 teachers 

•  1 educational psychologist

•  0.5 speech‑language pathologist

•  3 community school coordinators

CBC  
(June 8, 2022)

South East 
Cornerstone  

$2.5 million •  21.8 teachers

•  2 consultants

•   11.6 non‑teaching staff jobs (ranging from 
education psychologists to library technicians 
and caretakers)

CBC  
(May 25, 2022)

Holy Family  $1.3 million SaskToday.ca  
(June 10)

Prince Albert  
Catholic 

$0.96 million PA Herald  
(June 21, 2022)

Regina Catholic $3.2 million •  10.5 teachers CBC  
(May 25, 2022)

Greater Saskatoon 
Catholic Schools 

$3 million •  19 teachers CTV News  
(June 13, 2022)

Source: This information is compiled from publicly available resources, including a combination of media reports and school division budgets.
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A New Deal for  
Alberta Teachers  
and Principals

BY STAFF WRITER

WHAT HAPPENED IN BARGAINING NEXT DOOR 

Teachers in Alberta narrowly voted in favour of a new, 
mediator‑recommended contract at the beginning of June. 
Teachers voted from June 5 to 8 on the recommendations 
and narrowly ratified the deal, with 51.1 percent of teachers 
who voted marking a ballot in favour, 48.3 percent against, 
and a small percentage who chose to abstain.

While the mediator recommended wage increases, the 
contract was silent on concerns about class size and 
complexity – issues teachers here in Saskatchewan are 
facing.

The deal contains the first raises for teachers in Alberta 
since 2015, including a 0.5 percent increase to the grid if the 
agreement is ratified by September, a 1.25 percent increase 
starting this September, and an increase of 2 percent in 
September 2023. 

Education has been a 
contentious issue in Alberta 
over the past few years, 
with changes to curriculum 
causing controversy amongst 
both teachers and parents.

Alberta teachers remain among the most highly paid in 
Canada, which is consistent with Alberta’s overall higher 
wages in both the public and private sectors.

In response to the vote, Alberta Teachers’ Association 
President Jason Schilling said, “the results clearly show 

that this offer is the absolute minimum that teachers were 
willing to accept … They told us, regardless of which way 
they were voting, that they have significant concerns about 
classroom conditions that simply must be addressed. 
They have concerns with the way teachers, the profession 
and our students have been treated by this government 
and previous governments. As the provincial election 
draws near, teachers will use public advocacy and political 
action to press for much‑needed and long‑overdue 
improvements.”

Education has been a contentious issue in Alberta over 
the past few years, with changes to curriculum causing 
controversy amongst both teachers and parents.

Another controversial move has been the Alberta 
government’s changes to the role of the teachers’ 
association, contained in Bill 15. The Alberta government 
has moved to remove the role of the regulatory body from 
the ATA. Similar to the Saskatchewan Professional Teachers 
Regulatory Board, an independent body will perform that 
function on behalf of the profession.

Bargaining, curriculum changes and structural changes to 
the ATA have all led to a challenging relationship between 
teachers and the government – one that doesn’t seem to 
have been resolved with the newly ratified deal.

The Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation regularly monitors 
developments in other provinces and shares learnings 
and information with our provincial counterparts and 
the Canadian Teachers’ Federation to support our work 
on behalf of Saskatchewan teachers. The STF is currently 
monitoring open negotiations of British Columbia and 
Ontario teachers. 

The Alberta  
Teachers’ Association
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Five Things I Learned in  
My First Five Years
BY JORDAN CARRIERE, SEVENTH YEAR TEACHER, SUNTEP GRADUATE

1 GIVE YOURSELF GRACE. NOT 
EVERYTHING WILL GO PERFECTLY.

You leave college and enter the classroom, bright‑eyed 
and bushy‑tailed, with all of your ideas and everything you 
want to accomplish. But some things – admittedly, many 
things – will not go as well as you think they will. I quickly 
learned that what might work for three or four students 
may not necessarily engage the other 16 or more kids in 
the class. You’re going to have to think on your feet a little 
bit. And that’s OK. It’s a learning process.

2  RELATIONSHIP BUILDING IS AT THE 
HEART OF WHAT WE DO.

Something I can’t stress enough is the importance of 
relationships and building those bonds not just with the 
students but also with the parents and school community. 
Much of my relationship building has been done outside 
of the classroom, coaching football and basketball, 
supporting after‑school programming, or just poking 
my head into the lunchroom clubs and saying hello. By 
doing these things, you get to know students differently 
than you would just having them in your classroom. Also, 
don’t be afraid to pick up the phone. I found I was a lot 
more successful in supporting my students when I would 
call their parents and build those relationships with the 
families.

And I get it – it’s tough. When you’re a new teacher, you’re 
so focused on new lessons, assessments, grading and 
getting things done on time. Sometimes you forget that 
the whole reason you’re there is to make those students 
feel comfortable in the classroom. For many students, you 
may be the only consistent person in their life. For many 
students, school is their safe place. Take the time to learn 
who they are and let them see that you’re human, too.

3   THERE’S NEVER A ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL. 
Leaving college, you walk away with a lot of general 
outcomes and teaching strategies, but the knowledge is 
pretty broad. Once you start teaching, you understand 
there are a lot of specific needs and a wide range of 
diversity within your classrooms. Be receptive to what 
the students need, which brings us back to relationship 
building. If you don’t know the students, you don’t know 

what type of learners they are. And then you’re going to 
be teaching a basic form of outcomes and indicators that 
many students will not be receptive to.

4  YOU DON’T HAVE TO RECREATE  
THE WHEEL.

When you’re in college, you’re creating new lessons based 
on outcomes and trying to come up with big new ideas. 
And then you get into your role and have to do that for 
five or six classes a day for 280 teaching days a year. You 
want to be an exciting teacher, to show that you know 
what you’re doing, and you want students to learn in an 
effective and fun way. But at the same time, you’re going 
to burn yourself out very quickly. So ask your colleagues 
if they have any lesson plans they’d be willing to share – 
they’ve tested them and know what’s worked. Then tweak 
them to make them your own.

5  FIND YOUR BALANCE.
In my early years as a teacher, I tried to establish a really 
good balance. My first year it was a little bit different 
because I was by myself and in a new community. But I 
also got to know a lot of people through extracurriculars 
and became involved in a lot of sports. I coached football, 
basketball and just about every single sport possible in 
school. But I also had a balance between my work life and 
my personal life. I would go play rec hockey or lacrosse or 
flag football in the community, so I wasn’t just coaching all 
the time. Take the time to do those things for yourself. And 
rely on the professionals around you who are going to help 
you manage the workload. 

COLLECTIVE 
WISDOM
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UPCOMING EVENTS

SEPTEMBER

27
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER 
DISCUSSION SERIES
Tuesday, September 27 
4:00 – 5:00 p.m., Online
Substitute teachers are invited to join the 
first of five sessions being held throughout 
the upcoming year to support you in your 
work. The first session will feature a round‑
table discussion for substitute members to 
share their experiences and ask questions. 
Additional topics are expected to include 
available STF support for substitute teachers, 
highlights of the STF Executive and goal 
sharing.

SEPTEMBER

28
STFPL HERE TO SUPPORT YOU
Wednesday, September 28 
4:00 – 5:00 p.m., Online
Are you a teacher in your first five years? 
Find out how you can take advantage of STF 
expertise and services to help you survive and 
thrive in your profession.

From professional learning opportunities, 
curricular and teaching resources and the 
Emma Stewart Resources Centre, the STF offers 
a variety of services to support teachers in 
effective and efficient planning and teaching 
practices.

OCTOBER

05
WORLD TEACHERS’ DAY
Wednesday, October 5
World Teachers’ Day is an annual UNESCO 
celebration of teachers. This year’s theme is 
The Answer Begins With Teachers.

OCTOBER

26
COUNCILLOR CONFERENCE
October 26-29, Saskatoon
Event details and information will be shared 
with councillors directly. Visit the website at 
www.stf.sk.ca > About the STF > Our Team > 
Council for more information.

OCTOBER

26
SUPPORTING YOU THROUGH 
YOUR ASSESSMENT CYCLES
Wednesday, October 26  
4:00 – 5:00 p.m., Online
This webinar explores the triangulation of 
data for balanced assessment and processes 
for goal‑setting conversations with learners 
and families through three‑way conferencing. 

OCTOBER

28
LEAD WITH YOUR HEART
Friday, October 28 
7:00 – 10:00 p.m., Delta Hotels by 
Marriott Saskatoon Downtown
Join us for the third event in a three‑part 
series, Women in Leadership. This series 
focuses on leadership opportunities for 
women in teacher organizations across 
Canada. The panel discussion features Heidi 
Yetman (CTF President‑Designate), Karen 
Brown (ETFO President) and Samantha 
Becotte (STF President) and is moderated by 
Peggy Welter. The evening is an opportunity 
to network and be inspired by our engaging 
panelists. The event is free for members.

NOVEMBER

14
STUDENT-LED LEARNING: 
LEARNING LOGS AND ONLINE 
PORTFOLIOS
Monday, November 14 
1:00 – 4:00 p.m., Online
Participants in this STF Professional Learning 
session will explore learning logs and online 
portfolios to support student autonomy, 
metacognition and deep understanding. 
Participants will also learn about scaffolding 
co‑constructed learning and the role of 
learning logs and online portfolios within  
co‑constructed learning.

P R O V I N C I A L 
C O L L E C T I V E 
B A R G A I N I N G 
2 0 2 3

Ensure your interests and 
priorities are represented 
by joining an engagement 
session this fall. See the back 
cover for upcoming dates.

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION
For additional event listings and 
registration information, visit the 
Events Calendar at www.stf.sk.ca.
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The Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation is proud to partner with the Multicultural Council 
of Saskatchewan in providing information on religious and cultural celebrations. 

SEPTEMBER 22  |  FALL EQUINOX
Fall Equinox is an important time of year for many cultures. 
It marks the change of seasons, preparations for winter and 
connecting to the land.

SEPTEMBER 30  |   NATIONAL DAY FOR TRUTH 
AND RECONCILIATION/
ORANGE SHIRT DAY 

Orange Shirt Day has been recognized annually on September 
30 since 2013, inspired by Phyllis Webstad’s story. On her first 
day at residential school, the new orange shirt Phyllis was 
wearing was taken away from her and never returned. In 
2021, the federal government declared a statutory holiday on 
September 30 as the National Day for Truth and Reconciliation 
in direct response to the TRC’s Call to Action number 80: 
“to honour Survivors, their families, and communities, and 
ensure that public commemoration of the history and legacy 
of residential schools remains a vital component of the 
reconciliation process.” 

OCTOBER 4-5  |   YOM KIPPUR 
Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement, is the holiest of Jewish 
holidays. Jewish people fast for 24 hours to reflect on what 
they have done or not done that may have hurt other people, 
their relationship with God and the world. They ask for and 
grant forgiveness to each other and seek ways to do better.

OCTOBER 24  |   DIWALI 
Diwali is celebrated by Hindus, Sikhs and Jains – all faiths 
with origins in South Asia. This festival of lights celebrates the 
victory of good over evil, light over darkness and knowledge 
over ignorance. It is a major family and community occasion 
to come together with joy, food, music, dance, oil lamps and 
fireworks.

NOVEMBER 16  |  LOUIS RIEL DAY 
Louis Riel Day is held every year on November 16 across the 
Métis homelands. It is the anniversary of Riel’s execution 
in 1885 in Regina. During that year, Riel led Métis people in 
the Northwest Resistance, which was a stand against the 
Government of Canada because it was encroaching on Métis 
rights and way‑of‑life. It recognizes oppression and celebrates 
Métis success in preserving and evolving traditions across 
generations. Today, the Métis Nation of Saskatchewan is a 
testament to courage and strength.
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Reading for Reconciliation
BY STAFF WRITER

Located in Treaty 4, a group of teachers working in 
Prairie Valley School Division started a Community of 
Practice (CoP) aimed to better understand their role in 
implementing the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of 
Canada: Calls to Action (2015). 

Classrooms have an important role in meaningful change, 
and group members agreed that this change starts with 
self‑education through reading. 

“How do you reconcile? You 
start one person at a time.”

 “We were talking about how the average person can do 
something in the spirit of reconciliation because we all 
know we’re supposed to be doing something,” says Patti 
Thurmeier, who serves as professional development chair 
and admin chair for Prairie Valley Teachers’ Association, 
in addition to her role as a member of the PVTA local 
implementation and negotiation committee.

“It’s like the saying goes, ‘How do you eat an elephant? 
One bite at a time.’ How do you reconcile? You start one 
person at a time.”

Each member of the CoP shared their stories and reasons 
for wanting to know more and learn more. Through the 
recommendation of Indigenous supporters and allies, the 
CoP was given a list of books that would help build the 
foundational knowledge of the members, no matter where 
each was in their journey. 

Members chose books that would best meet their needs 
and interests, sharing their thoughts in subsequent 
meetings to create a “top 10” list.  Prior to the summer 
break, the top two titles, Seven Fallen Feathers and Five 
Little Indians, were purchased for and distributed to each 
school courtesy of Prairie Valley School Division. Staff 
collaboratively selected a third book, which was purchased 
by the PVTA.

“The timing was good as people would have an 
opportunity to take the summer to read at their leisure, 
and we’ll have professional conversations throughout the 
course of the year,” says Thurmeier. 

“It is the collective hope of 
those within the Community of 
Practice to continue to work on 
actualizing reconciliation in our 
division, our schools and our 
classrooms, and bringing our 
colleagues and communities in 
which we teach along with us.” 

RECONCILIATION 
IN ACTION
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RECONCILIATION IN ACTION

PRAIRIE VALLEY TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE 
RECOMMENDED READS

Contact the Emma Stewart Resources Centre for recommended books to support your reconciliation journey.

Seven Fallen Feathers 
by Tanya Talaga

Provides a good back story of 
Indigenous history. If you don’t 
know anything about missing 
and murdered women, girls 
and 2-spirit people (MMIWG2S), 
residential schools, etc., this is 
where you can start, with easy 
digestible pieces.

Braiding Sweetgrass
by Robin Wall Kimmerer

Explores reciprocal relationships 
between humans and the land. 

Up Ghost River
by Edmund Metatawabin

Sets out the long-term effects 
of residential schools in an 
engaging and mesmerizing 
way. A must-read to understand 
the intent of Truth and 
Reconciliation.

Truth and Reconciliation in 
Canadian Schools 
by Pamela Rose Toulouse

Provides a good background 
to the Truth and Reconciliation 
Calls to Action. Serious but small 
bites. Has activities that teachers 
could pull to use at various grade 
levels if they so choose.
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Teachers Are Ready:  
In Fact, They Always Have Been

BY STF RESEARCH UNIT

Few people would disagree that since March 2020 there 
has been a lot of talk and concern about the issue of 
learning loss or learning lag due to interrupted learning 
and/or school closures during the pandemic. Universities 
across Canada as well as reputable research bodies such 
as the Ontario COVID‑19 Science Advisory Table have 
studied and written extensively about this particular 
pandemic legacy and are calling for increased attention 
and resources to address the lamentable gap in students’ 
learning. Similarly, international organizations such as 
the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, 
the UN Children’s Fund and the Organization for Economic 
Co‑operation and Development have highlighted the need 
for those responsible for education to actively counter the 
pandemic’s negative impact on children’s education and 
future.

It is fair to say that teachers are well‑acquainted with 
the idea of learning loss. In most countries, pre‑COVID 
assumptions were that students could lose the equivalent 
of one month’s worth of their school year’s learning during 
the summer months. As a result, most teachers typically 
ensure that their September lessons re‑engage students 
with critical concepts and content from the previous year 
before addressing any new learning outcomes.

Yet, as with so many things, the pandemic has added 
an extra dimension to this educational phenomenon. 
Canadian researchers Dr. Kelly Gallagher‑Mackay and 
Christine Corso cite findings that, relative to previous years, 
students’ gaps in math achievement are significantly 
greater as a result of disrupted learning due to school 
closures or challenges encountered during remote learning. 
Similarly, findings from a well‑known 2021 University of 
Calgary study show that younger students experience a 
greater learning loss in the areas of literacy and numeracy 
than their older peers.

Add in what we have learned about the significant 
impact of COVID‑19 on the learning and achievement of 
vulnerable and/or at‑risk children. James (2020) states 
that “the pandemic has not only added to the social 
and educational inequities among young people, it has 
exacerbated the racial injustice with which racialized and 
Indigenous children must contend.”

Saskatchewan teachers know this all too well. They also 
know that addressing learning lag today means focusing 
on more than academic achievement. Teachers know that 
interruptions in student learning over the past two and a 
half years have had an equally lasting impact on children’s 

THE CHANGING  
FACE OF EDUCATION
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THE CHANGING FACE OF EDUCATION

understanding of collaboration, sense of engagement 
and motivation to learn as well as their emotional and 
mental well‑being. Research and teachers can confirm that 
neglecting to address these other critical areas of learning 
will only perpetuate the cycle of inequity for students.

Teachers must have the time, 
resources and autonomy to 
do their job.

Without question, in this post‑pandemic period, there 
is a glaring need for cash injections into a chronically 
underfunded and under‑resourced educational system. 
Unfortunately, Canada’s commitment to educational 
recovery is comparatively lower to that of countries such 
as the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and 
France, which are providing additional financial support for 
school districts to develop programs and acquire resources 
specifically to offset evidence of learning loss.

Interestingly, there is evidence of successful practices such 
as “high dosage” tutoring programs specifically linked to 

the curriculum, targeted class‑size reductions, or increased 
attention to school and community programs and services 
that foster relationships and shared commitment to 
student success. Conversely, and not surprisingly, evidence 
does not support having students repeat a class or 
grade, compressing the curriculum, or limiting students’ 
opportunity to engage in creative endeavours, physical or 
social activities.

What is clear is that today’s post‑pandemic era requires 
teachers’ professional expertise and judgment. This 
year, teachers across Saskatchewan, galvanized by their 
Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Practice, 
will purposely create and maintain supportive learning 
environments for all of their students. Teachers will design, 
and often redesign, learning experiences that respond 
to a diversity of individual learning needs. Teachers will 
conscientiously implement the provincial curriculum, 
considering the context for teaching and learning as 
provided by students, the school and the community.

Today, teachers continue to support student growth and 
learning, guiding them from one outcome to the next. In 
the light of the past two and a half years and the potential 
of learning loss, perhaps more than ever before, this year 
teachers must have the time, resources and autonomy to 
do their job. 

T H E  S A S K AT C H E WA N  T E A C H E R S ’  F E D E R AT I O N 
C O N G R AT U L AT E S  T H E  R E C I P I E N T S  O F  I N C L U S I O N 

S A S K AT C H E WA N ’ S  I N C L U S I V E  E D U C AT I O N  AWA R D S

Renee Dureault 
St. Luke School,  
Regina, Inclusive  
Teacher 2022

Lori-Ann Betton 
Lloydminster Catholic  
School Division, Inclusive 
Teacher 2022

Ashley McMurchy 
Riverview Collegiate,  
Moose Jaw, Inclusive  
School 2022

IN   SK
INCLUSION
SASKATCHEWAN
supporting individuals with intellectual disabilities
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A Voice for Teachers
BY STAFF WRITER

MEET THE STF’S NEW PRESIDENT,  
SAMANTHA BECOTTE 

Asked about how she first got involved with the 
Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation, incoming President 
Samantha Becotte says “I just kept putting my hand up.”

Samantha was elected to the position of President by her 
colleagues at the 89th Annual Meeting of Council in May. 
She first joined the STF Executive in 2015 as a member‑at‑
large, before being acclaimed as the Vice‑President in 2019.

When she started her post‑secondary studies at the 
University of Alberta years ago, teaching wasn’t part of the 
plan. In fact, Samantha was planning to pursue a career in 
science, but partway through her undergrad, realized that 
lab work wasn’t for her. Eventually, she remembered how 
much she had loved teaching dance in high school and 
chose to pursue a bachelor of education.

After moving home to the Lloydminster area, Samantha 
began teaching at E.S. Laird Middle School. Halfway 
through her first year teaching, she volunteered to be the 
school staff liaison. She was elected as the representative 
for Lloydminster on the STF provincial Council the following 
year. She never looked back. 

As a self‑proclaimed math lover, Samantha enjoys being 
able to communicate difficult or abstract concepts to 
students. While math has been a consistent area of her 
teaching assignment, during her time at E.S Laird Middle 
School and more recently at Lloydminster Comprehensive 
High School, she has also taught science, computers, 
health, career education, French and financial literacy.

Asked what she would say to a new teacher to encourage 
them to get more involved in the Federation, Samantha’s 
message is clear: “The STF is not a building in Saskatoon; 
it is a collective of more than 13,500 teachers from every 
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corner of Saskatchewan. The strength of our collective 
comes from the involvement and dedication of  
each member.”

As a mom with a young family in a leadership role, 
Samantha gives credit to many leaders at the Federation 
who have helped ensure that she is able to participate 
fully, even with very young children at home.

“The strength of our collective 
comes from the involvement 
and dedication of each 
member.”

She is committed to break down barriers for participation 
experienced by groups of members such as younger 
teachers, those with young families, those living in remote 
communities and Black, Indigenous and People of Colour. 
One of Samantha’s goals is to build an even stronger 
collective, and she believes ensuring members understand 
what services are available, how to access support and 

how to play a role in Federation decision making. “I want 
younger teachers to know that this is something that you 
can do when you have a young family,” she said.

But she also knows that after a tough few years, many 
teachers in Saskatchewan are feeling burnt‑out, which 
is making it harder for people to get more engaged. “We 
need that collective strength in spite of the compounding 
impact of fatigue.”

For Samantha, building that strength will involve working 
directly with local leaders, including school staff liaisons.

Samantha has a Bachelor of Science and a Bachelor of 
Education degree from the University of Alberta and a 
Masters in Mathematics for Teachers from the University 
of Waterloo. She lives near Lloydminster with her husband 
and their two daughters, Hayden, 6, and Addison, 8. In the 
summer, Samantha and her family enjoy going to the lake. 
She’s also an avid gardener. Her 60 x 60‑foot garden has 
a bountiful crop of potatoes, corn, peas, herbs, cucumbers 
and more. She also enjoys running and one day, when 
she has more time, hopes to return to dance or join a 
recreational softball team.

“STF President 2030” was what one of her early mentors 
jokingly called her when she first became involved. She’s 
only eight years early. 
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A Year in Review 2021-22
BY STAFF WRITER

Despite a rapidly changing environment and challenges brought on by the pandemic, 
Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation staff are proud that an exceptional level of service 
was maintained. While service delivery may have looked a bit different, such as curbside 
pick-up of resources at the Emma Stewart Resources Centre or virtual sessions offered 
through STF Professional Learning, member services were not interrupted.

At the heart of our work is you, our members. While some 
of this work is highly visible, much of the critical day‑to‑
day work we do on your behalf is not as obvious. Here are 
some highlights of how Federation staff supported you 
and the profession in 2021‑22.

HIGHLIGHT:  
LABOUR RELATIONS SUPPORT TO MEMBERS

Senior administrative staff and our in‑house legal team 
provided support and guidance to members who did not 
feel safe or protected in their workplace, as well as to those 
who felt an infringement on their rights and individual 
freedoms as it related to COVID‑19 measures. 

We also successfully affirmed and protected teacher and 
principal rights on a wide range of issues, including:

• Dealing with disciplinary transfers.

• Ensuring proper accommodation and the return of 
accumulated sick leave.

• Championing human rights matters and obtaining 
remedies similar to what is available through Human 
Rights Legislation without teachers having to involve 
the Human Rights Commission.

• Assisting members who were facing professional 
disciplinary action from the Saskatchewan 
Professional Teachers Regulatory Board in preparing 
their response materials. On a number of files, SPTRB 
chose “no further action,” allowing members to move 
forward without any consequences for their careers.

• Advocated on members’ behalf for disciplinary 
action that was appropriate with the findings of the 
employer’s investigation.

HIGHLIGHT:  
LOCAL ASSOCIATION SUPPORTS

The Federation also provided more support to local 
associations, including through local implementation and 
negotiating committee negotiations. We are extremely 
proud to have supported the Horizon Teachers’ Association 
in adding a Truth and Reconciliation clause to their LINC 
agreement. The clause acknowledges the harms of the 
past and commits to moving forward with a paid day for 
spiritual and cultural ceremonies, upon approval of the 
application. Congratulations, Horizon Teachers’ Association!

HIGHLIGHT:  
PROVINCIAL COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
PREPARATIONS

Federation staff have been consulting with local 
association leaders on issues that are important to the 
profession. Keep your eyes on your inboxes in the fall for 
a survey and information on town halls from us asking 
for more feedback on your priorities for bargaining. The 
more we hear from you, the better we can represent you. 
Visit www.stf.sk.ca > Teaching in Saskatchewan > Collective 
Bargaining for information and to register.

Another critical component of our bargaining preparation 
work is communications, and we are proud of the 
groundwork we have been able to lay out with our 
Teachers Inspire partnership with CTV, telling the stories 
of three teachers who have been an inspiration to their 
students.

Demonstrating the role that teachers play for their 
students every day and getting parents and families on‑
side with the importance of investing in public education 
was the goal of that campaign, and we look forward to 
building on that work. We are building on this partnership 
with a new campaign. Watch for the commercials on TV, 
social media and online this fall. 
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MEET YOUR LOCAL LEADERS

Local associations provide teachers 
with a collective voice at the local 

level and, through their executive and 
councillors, a central connection with the 
provincial organization. Elected local 
association presidents play an integral 
role in sharing members’ voices and 
representing their needs.

Over the next several issues of the  
Bulletin, we will introduce you to the  
local association presidents.

DARIN JANSSEN 
ST. PAUL’S ELEMENTARY,  
CHRIST THE TEACHER ASSOCIATION

Darin Janssen has lived many lives: a 
Beaver leader, semi truck driver, horse 
trainer on a ranch – now an elementary 
school teacher.

Janssen was always told by friends he should become 
a teacher – but he resisted because he didn’t like school 
when he attended. When his daughter started school and 
joined the Scouts program, he became a Beaver leader and 
loved it. This inspired him to retrain as a teacher.

A piece of advice for a new teacher? 

“Find some good mentor teachers who are doing 
cool things with students, who will sit down with 
you regularly, who will share their knowledge, who 
will listen to you and guide you and who are open 
to learning from you.”

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WHITNEY 
PAUL-JOSEPH 
SOUTH EAST CORNERSTONE  
TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION

Whitney Paul‑Joseph teaches arts 
education at Redvers School and 

is president of the South East Cornerstone Teachers’ 
Association.

When asked about what gives her hope about the 
students she works with today, Paul‑Joseph says: 

“Seeing a student find their niche by going out of 
their comfort zone a bit and trying new things is 
incredible to see as the years progress … I get to 
witness them really find themselves, and that is 
something quite special.” 

When Paul‑Joseph is off the clock, she’s often involved in 
other artistic endeavours. Recently, she’s been creating 
murals in southwest Manitoba, which are a departure  
from her normal style of painting.

TED ZURAKOWSKI 
ÉCOLE ST. MARY,  
PRINCE ALBERT AND AREA

Ted Zurakowski lives in Prince Albert –  
a wonderful place to live, play and raise 
a family. 

He started coaching in high school, and it felt like a natural 
evolution for Ted to move into a teaching career. He got 
involved in his local association to serve teachers and to 
“bring some balance to the Force.” 

A piece of advice for a new teacher? 

“Teaching the difficult ones is easier after you 
care for them and remember to teach! Every other 
administrative duty can wait. Be yourself! And 
when you can’t be yourself, borrow the persona of a 
teacher you admire.”  
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MEET YOUR LOCAL LEADERS

100

McDowell 
Foundation
Funding Available!
The McDowell Foundation Call for Research 
Proposals is now open! We are looking for 
teachers interested in making a contribution  
to teaching and learning through exploring  
their own research passions. Contact  
mcdowell@stf.sk.ca for more information  
or check out our website at  
www.mcdowellfoundation.ca/grants.

Completed Research Reports

•   Student Voice Project to Improve Sense of 
Belonging in Middle Years Classrooms by  
Kelli Fredlund, Kelly Gibson, Chrisa Farrell  
and Chantelle Balicki

•   Breaking Out of the Textbox – Increasing  
Outdoor Learning by Nicole Turner 

•   A Relationship of Harmony & Success:  
Improving Engagement by Candace Chicilo,  
Marlyse Barilla and Diana Porter

•   A Narrative Inquiry into the Experiences of 
Indigenous High School Students Enrolled  
Within a Youth Leadership Pathway by Brian Lewis, 
Michael Dubnewick, Tamara Ryba, Brett Kannenberg, 
Tristan Hopper, Sean Lessard, and Joseph Naytowhow

For more information on all our programming  
and events, or how you can support the  
Foundation, visit www.mcdowellfoundation.ca.

J OIN A PROFESSIONAL 
GROWTH NETWORK– 
J OIN A COMMUNITY 

• Contribute to your professional growth and 
lifelong learning.

• Connect with teachers across Saskatchewan.
• Choose an area of interest to you.

Interested in joining a professional 
growth network?
Visit www.stf.sk.ca or email stf@stf.sk.ca to  
learn more. 

G E T  I N V O L V E D

YO U R  O P P O RT U N I T Y  
T O  M A K E  A  D I F F E R E N C E

Make an important contribution to the 
teaching profession and the professional 
organization by joining a committee or board. 

For more information on available 
opportunities and to apply, visit  
www.stf.sk.ca > Get Involved. 
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How does history  
shape our present-day 

realities?

How do we know  
what really happened  

in the past?Foster curiosity, critical thinking skills and empathy by learning about Saskatchewan’s 
diverse histories through WDM exhibits, artifacts, archival material, inquiry-based learning 
opportunities and hands-on experiences.

For information on visiting a WDM, in-Museum school programs, teacher-led experiences, 
virtual programs, resources for your classroom and an opportunity to win a free field trip to 
the WDM visit wdm.ca/education

MOOSE JAW         NORTH BATTLEFORD         SASKATOON         YORKTON WDM.CA

A SASKATCHEWAN WHERE EVERYONE  
BELONGS AND HISTORIES MATTER

What is history?

learn.parl.ca/teachers

Teachers Institute on 
Canadian Parliamentary Democracy

Participate in a week-long intensive training
opportunity for educators at Parliament

Apply by
Oct. 10, 2022
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Assessing Your Financial Health

BY AARON STUCKEL, STF COMMUNICATIONS

Increasingly, studies show that your finances have real consequences on your physical 
health. If you’ve ever wondered where you were going to get the money for an upcoming 
rent payment or questioned if you were going to be able to retire when you planned to, 
you know your response was a physical one. And that stress and anxiety can take a toll.

We know, then, that managing your financial health is 
important – not just because you have financial goals 
that you’re trying to hit, but because understanding and 
planning your finances leads to better physical health. And 
like your physical health, there is a way to determine your 
current financial health very easily. It’s called a balance 
sheet. It’s like a physical for your finances, just without the 
rubber gloves.

THE FINANCE PHYSICAL
The main goal of a personal balance sheet is to determine 
your net worth, which has a very simple formula: Net 
Worth = Assets ‑ Liabilities.

DETERMINING YOUR ASSETS
Assets are what you own. It’s fairly easy to determine the 
value of certain assets. The dollar figures in your chequing 
and savings accounts are simple to find. The same goes 
for registered retirement savings plans, tax‑free savings 
accounts and registered education savings plans. It’s a 
little tougher to determine the value of other assets, such 
as real estate, vehicles, furniture and jewelry. Speaking 
with a financial expert through the STF Member and 
Family Assistance Plan can help.

Don’t forget to include your 
pension! Your financial 
advisor can help you with this.

DETERMINING YOUR LIABILITIES
Liabilities are what you owe. These are things such as 
credit cards, lines of credit, loans and mortgages. Talk to 
your bank to make sure you’ve listed everything.

Once you’ve determined the value of your assets and 
liabilities, it’s as simple as adding up your assets and 
subtracting your liability. The result is your net worth – a 
tidy snapshot of your financial health.

NOW WHAT?
Once you know your net worth, you can set about making 
a plan to improve it. The MFAP can help you figure out a 
financial plan or you can find a financial advisor in your 
area. Think of these folks like a finance physician. They’ll 
diagnose your problems and give you a treatment plan 
too!

Oh, and just like a physical, it’s a good idea to assess your 
balance sheet once a year so you know whether your net 
worth (cough financial health cough) is improving. Future 
you will thank you! 

FOR YOU AND  
YOUR FAMILY
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PRINCIPALS’  
NOTES

Advice for Being a Team of One

BY  CRYSTAL HRBACHEK, PRINCIPAL, BIGGAR CENTRAL SCHOOL 2000

Being a principal is not an easy job, but when you are the only principal in a school, it 
can be even more challenging. Whether you’re new to the role, or preparing for another 
year, here are some tips for how to make it work.

1 MENTORS ARE KEY. 
 Being a school principal is lonely enough, 
never mind when you don’t have any assistant 
principals to share the load. Having people you 
can call for guidance will help you feel less lonely. 
Don’t forget that admin support at the STF can be 
a resource if you’re concerned about something. If 
anything feels off, talk to someone about it and 
document it.  

2 ASK QUESTIONS.  
 Look to administrators, staff and others to gain a 
broader perspective. Particularly if you’re new to 
a school or a division, ask lots of questions (and 
don’t assume you know the answers). People love 
being asked for their opinions, so ask what could 
work better. Long‑time school staff are treasure 
troves of knowledge.

3  KNOW YOUR TEAM’S BOUNDARIES (AND 
YOURS!), CUMULATIVE STUDENT 
RECORDS AND STAFF RECORDS. 

  Your team needs to know how best to work 
with you. Get to know your staff, including 
their boundaries around work, and make sure 
to communicate yours. Be sure to share your 
philosophy and values so that they get a sense 
of who you are and how you might deal with 
different things.

4 DON’T MEMORIZE – DO FAMILIARIZE.  
 Between your local contract and your 
administrative procedures, there are a lot of things 
to familiarize yourself with. You don’t need to 
memorize the contract or your APs, but do make 
sure to have a printed copy of your contract nearby. 
A few important pieces: different types of leaves, 
travel forms, reimbursements, PD forms. Finally, 
remember that there’s a big difference between 
shall and may in the contract!
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5 PRIORITIZE CLARITY IN CONVERSATIONS 
AND EVALUATIONS. 

  Be sure to understand how supervision and 
evaluation works, both for teaching staff 
and support staff. This part of the job is often 
overlooked, but there are always performance 
evaluations to do. Document conversations and 
send a followup email. That way things are in 
writing and can be referred to down the road if 
there is an issue.

And, most importantly …

6 KEEP THE BEST INTERESTS OF STUDENTS 
AND STAFF FRONT OF MIND.  

  It sounds obvious, but asking yourself this question 
regularly will help make sure you’re on track. If the 
answer isn’t clear, remember: go back to Step 1 and 
call a trusted mentor! 

YOUR PROVINCIAL PARTNERS 
IN PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

STF Professional Learning provides teachers with 
a variety of professional learning opportunities 
including: 

• Foundations of Teaching;
• Deepening Our Understanding of Curriculum;
• Student Mental Wellness;
• Blended Learning; and 
• Much more. 

To learn more about STF Professional Learning  
and our offerings, reach out to us or visit our 
website.

T: 1-306-373-1660     E: stf@stf.sk.ca
www.stf.sk.ca 
 @STFProfessional Learning

PHONE-SQUARE-ALT  DID YOU KNOW?
The STF has dedicated staff 
to support the principalship. 
Call the Member Support 
Centre at 1-800-667-7762 for 
more information.

SASKATCHEWAN 
ALTERNATE FORMAT
Materials Library

operated by
Saskatoon

Public
Schools

SAFM provides alternate formats (braille, 
large print, audio and e-text) for students in 
Saskatchewan who have a visual impairment, 
physical disability or learning disability that 
prevents them from accessing regular text. 

WEB saskatoonpublicschools.ca/SAFM
EMAIL AFMrequests@spsd.sk.ca
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STF member experiences, 
opinions and expertise are 
required to ensure member 
interests and priorities  
are heard in the next  
round of provincial  
collective bargaining. 

M E M B E R  
F E E D B A C K  
E V E N T S

F A L L  2 0 2 2 

Councillor Conference
October 27-29

Survey
October 31-November 15
The survey will be emailed to all members. 

School Staff Liaison Engagement Sessions: In Person
October 31-November 15

Town Hall Meetings: Virtual 
November 7, 4 p.m.
November 9, 7 p.m.
November 15, 8 p.m.

Focus Groups
Various dates. Members will be recruited directly.

For more information and to register for upcoming member feedback events, 
please visit www.stf.sk.ca > Teaching in Saskatchewan > Collective Bargaining.

P R O V I N C I A L 
C O L L E C T I V E 
B A R G A I N I N G 
2 0 2 3 

c o n n e c t  w i t h  u s    

    @SaskTeachersFed      www.stf.sk.ca      

HAVE 
YOUR 

SAY

https://www.stf.sk.ca/teaching-saskatchewan/collective-bargaining
http://www.stf.sk.ca



